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Abstract
© 2015 Science China Press and Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg Software testing is an approach that
ensures the quality of software through execution, with a goal being to reveal failures and other problems as
quickly as possible. Test case selection is a fundamental issue in software testing, and has generated a large
body of research, especially with regards to the effectiveness of random testing (RT), where test cases are
randomly selected from the software’s input domain. In this paper, we revisit three of our previous studies. The
first study investigated a sufficient condition for partition testing (PT) to outperform RT, and was motivated
by various controversial and conflicting results suggesting that sometimes PT performed better than RT, and
sometimes the opposite. The second study aimed at enhancing RT itself, and was motivated by the fact that
RT continues to be a fundamental and popular testing technique. This second study enhanced RT fault
detection effectiveness by making use of the common observation that failure-causing inputs tend to cluster
together, and resulted in a new family of RT techniques: adaptive random testing (ART), which is random
testing with an even spread of test cases across the input domain. Following the successful use of failure-
causing region contiguity insights to develop ART, we conducted a third study on how to make use of other
characteristics of failure-causing inputs to develop more effective test case selection strategies. This third study
revealed how best to approach testing strategies when certain characteristics of the failure-causing inputs are
known, and produced some interesting and important results. In revisiting these three previous studies, we
explore their unexpected commonalities, and identify diversity as a key concept underlying their effectiveness.
This observation further prompted us to examine whether or not such a concept plays a role in other areas of
software testing, and our conclusion is that, yes, diversity appears to be one of the most important concepts in
the field of software testing.
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Abstract Software testing is an approach that ensures the quality of software through execution, with a goal
being to reveal failures and other problems as quickly as possible. Test case selection is a fundamental issue
in software testing, and has generated a large body of research, especially with regards to the effectiveness of
random testing (RT), where test cases are randomly selected from the software’s input domain. In this paper, we
revisit three of our previous studies. The first study investigated a sufficient condition for partition testing (PT)
to outperform RT, and was motivated by various controversial and conflicting results suggesting that sometimes
PT performed better than RT, and sometimes the opposite. The second study aimed at enhancing RT itself, and
was motivated by the fact that RT continues to be a fundamental and popular testing technique. This second
study enhanced RT fault detection effectiveness by making use of the common observation that failure-causing
inputs tend to cluster together, and resulted in a new family of RT techniques: adaptive random testing (ART),
which is random testing with an even spread of test cases across the input domain. Following the successful use
of failure-causing region contiguity insights to develop ART, we conducted a third study on how to make use of
other characteristics of failure-causing inputs to develop more effective test case selection strategies. This third
study revealed how best to approach testing strategies when certain characteristics of the failure-causing inputs
are known, and produced some interesting and important results. In revisiting these three previous studies, we
explore their unexpected commonalities, and identify diversity as a key concept underlying their effectiveness.
This observation further prompted us to examine whether or not such a concept plays a role in other areas of
software testing, and our conclusion is that, yes, diversity appears to be one of the most important concepts in
the field of software testing.
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1 Software Testing
Software testing involves execution of software with the intention of finding problems before releasing it
for use: it is a form of quality assurance. It has been argued that software testing is among the most
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mature areas of software development [3], and, given the current pervasion of software (and the desire
for high quality in this software), the need for good testing has never been clearer.
When testing, the combination of input parameters required by the software for a single execution is
referred to as a test case, and a test case that uncovers a problem is referred to as failure-causing. The
complete set of possible test cases is the input domain for the software being tested, with each individual
test case being a single element of this input domain. This set is normally huge, and usually only a very
small proportion is ever tested. The ratio of failure-causing inputs to all possible inputs of the input
domain is referred to as the failure rate. We are particularly interested in the effectiveness of the testing
strategies for situations where the failure rate is small, because a small number of test cases, irrespective
of how they are selected, should be able to reveal failure for a program with large failure rates.
Since the checking of all possible inputs is most often prohibitively difficult or expensive, it is essential
for testers to make best use of their limited testing resources. To do this, various test case selection
methods have evolved, based on different intuitions. For example, the intuition behind coverage testing
is that if a program entity has not been executed, then there is no way to detect any fault associated with
that entity. Thus, the desire to ensure execution of each program statement, branch, or path has led to
metrics that inform the extent of statement, branch, and path coverage. With these metrics in place, test
cases resulting in execution of the relevant code can be selected. Another example is partition testing —
a family of testing methods which involve division of the input domain into multiple, disjoint partitions,
and then selection of test cases from each partition. The rationale behind partition testing is to group
inputs that are related to the same function or feature into the same partition, which then allows the
testing of that particular function or feature to be achieved by selecting some representative test cases
from the relevant partition. The ideal situation is to have all partitions homogeneous, that is, elements
of the same partition are either all failure-causing, or all non-failure-causing inputs. In such a scenario,
there is no need to test a partition with more than one of its elements. Unfortunately, no algorithm exists
for constructing homogeneous partitions — other than the trivial, but practically useless, set-up of all
single-input partitions.
As explained above, the intuitions behind coverage testing and partition testing are quite different.
In fact, there is a great deal of variety in the motivations based on which various test case selection
methods have been developed. An interesting question therefore is: is there any more fundamental,
underlying intuition or attribute common to all testing methods? This paper revisits three of our previous
software testing studies, examining some interesting and unexpected similarities among all three. Through
reflection on these studies, we believe we have identified a key characteristic of the successful testing
strategies: Diversity.
The next section presents the three software testing studies that are all related to random testing,
our reflections on them, and our interpretation of the role of diversity in the successful testing. Section
3 expands the diversity discussion to another successful area of software testing research, Metamorphic
Testing [7]. The power of diversity in software testing is discussed in Section 4, where some recent,
surprising Metamorphic Testing results, and random testing’s effectiveness, are also examined further.
Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 A Revisit of Three Separate Studies
A fundamental, yet important and effective, testing strategy is random testing (RT), which requires
that test cases (inputs) be selected randomly and independently from the input domain. A uniform test
profile is normally assumed, in which every element of the input domain has the same probability of
being selected as a test case. RT can be used alone or applied with other testing methods, and due to its
conceptual simplicity and efficiency for test case generation, it has been a commonly-used testing method.
It has been successfully applied in testing Java and .Net libraries [30], the OpenSSL library [19], mission-
critical flight software [21], database systems [4], real-time embedded systems [2], and interrupt-driven
embedded systems [32], to name a few.
The three separate studies on which we based our reflections are all related to RT, and include the
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development of a sufficient condition for partition testing to perform equally or better than random
testing [5,14–17]; an investigation into how to enhance the effectiveness of random testing [10,11]; and an
examination of the upper bound of testing effectiveness, using random testing as a reference point [12].
2.1 A Sufficient Condition for Partition Testing to Outperform Random Testing
Random testing (RT) has often been compared to partition testing (PT), which involves division of the
input domain into disjoint subsets, namely partitions, and selection of test cases from each partition.
Since division of the input domain inevitably incurs overheads, a natural question is whether or not these
overhead costs are justified in terms of bringing increased failure-finding effectiveness. This question has
been investigated and debated extensively, with some apparently contradictory empirical results obtained.
In view of the conflicting empirical results, it appeared that no conclusive answer would be found
through empirical study, and therefore theoretical analysis was identified as a possible alternative. The-
oretical analysis, though often involving certain assumptions (sometimes unrealistic ones), has yielded
some definite conclusions. One of the first such analyses was conducted by Weyuker and Jeng [36], who
defined a partition testing strategy in which the input domain was divided into equally-sized partitions,
with the same number of test cases being randomly selected, with replacement, from each of these parti-
tions. This strategy is referred to as the Equal-Size-Equal-Sampling Strategy (ESESS), and it has been
proven, under the assumption that every input is equally likely to be failure-causing, that if the same
total number of test cases are used for both RT and the ESESS, then the probability of detecting at least
one failure (referred to as the P-measure) for ESENS is not less than that of RT.
This was the first theoretically proven result for PT to perform at least as well as RT, and although
its applicability was restricted to situations with equally-sized partitions, which may not be practically
feasible, this result did motivate Chen and Yu to seek a more general approach, which they defined as
the Proportional Sampling Strategy (PSS) [15]. The PSS states that all partitions should have the same
ratio of the number of randomly selected test cases, with replacement, from a partition to the size of the
relevant partitions — in other words, the PSS recommends that test cases should be randomly drawn
from different partitions in proportion to the partition sizes. This strategy has been proven to perform
at least as well as RT in that, for the same number of test cases, PSS is guaranteed to have an equal
or higher P-measure — for any possible partitioning of the input domain, and for any program. In fact,
PSS and RT have the same P-measure only if all partitions have equal failure rates: PSS has a higher
P-measure than RT as long as some partitions have different failure rates. Because partitions are very
unlikely to have equal failure rates, PSS more frequently performs better, rather than equally to, RT.
Obviously, ESESS is a special case of PSS. It was also subsequently proven that PSS is not only sufficient,
but is actually necessary, to ensure an equal or higher P-measure than that of RT [17].
A problem when applying ESESS in practice is that equally-sized partitions may not always be obtain-
able. Although PSS does not have this constraint of equal sizes for all partitions, it faces another problem
— that it may not be practically feasible to have strictly proportional sampling, because resource limi-
tations may restrict the number of test cases that could be executed. Therefore, some guidelines haven
been proposed to address the situation where PSS cannot be strictly applied [14]. A new concept of
General Proportional Sampling Strategy (GPSS) has also been proposed to address the problem that it
may not be feasible to apply PSS on some occasions [14]. Suppose that there are k partitions (with sizes
denoted by di, where 1 6 i 6 k), from which a total of n test cases are to be selected, with ni test cases
from the ith partition. The test case distribution (n1, n2, . . . , nk) is said to satisfy GPSS, if for any i and
j such that ni/di < nj/dj , then we have (ni + 1)/di > (nj − 1)/dj . Obviously, PSS is a special case of
GPSS. Furthermore, GPSS is always feasible, but this is not the case with PSS. More importantly, if the
partitions do not have the same failure rates, then for any n, there always exists a test case distribution
(n1, n2, . . . , nk) satisfying GPSS and yielding a higher P-measure than RT.
In summary, in the absence of any details of the program under test, or information about the partitions
(other than their sizes), it is recommended that PSS be applied if possible. As a reminder, the only
assumption for PSS is that every input has the same chance of being failure-causing; there are no other
constraints on its applicability.
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2.2 Adaptive Random Testing
The second revisited study examined an enhancement to random testing which was inspired by the
empirical observation that failure-causing inputs tend to form contiguous regions, and consequently, non-
failure-causing inputs also form contiguous regions. An obvious inference, therefore, was that for any
program in which no failure is detected by particular test cases, then a good next test case should be
one further away from the previously executed ones. Based on this intuition, the approach of Adaptive
Random Testing (ART) [11] was developed, which aims at enhancing random testing through the use of
a more even- and well-spread distribution of random test cases throughout the input domain.
Several different principles have been used to achieve an even spread of random test cases across the
input domain, including:
1. Selection: Instead of using the next randomly generated input as the next test case, a set of random
inputs is generated as the candidate test cases, with the best candidate (against a selection criterion)
then chosen as the next test case.
2. Exclusion: An exclusion region can be defined around each already executed test case, and when
any randomly generated input falls into such a region, this input is discarded and another input
randomly generated. If the input is outside the exclusion regions, then it is used as the next test
case.
3. Dynamic adjustment of test profiles: Initially, the random test case generation is according to the
uniform test profile. After each randomly generated test case is executed, the test profile is then
adjusted with the aim of achieving an even spread of test cases across the input domain.
4. Partitioning: Already executed test cases are used to divide the input domain into partitions from
which a specific partition is selected (according to a criterion), and the next test case is randomly
selected from this designated partition instead of from the entire input domain.
Due to the variety of even-spreading principles, various ART algorithms have been developed [6,9,11,
13, 18, 25, 28, 33–35]. Although they are based on different principles to achieve an even spreading of
test cases across the input domain, all of these algorithms have been empirically demonstrated to have
a smaller F-measure than RT — the effectiveness metric F-measure is defined as the expected number
of test cases required to detect the first failure. Furthermore, these ART algorithms also outperform RT
with respect to the P-measure for the same number of test cases used [8, 33].
Obviously, compared with RT, ART algorithms incur additional computational overheads due to the
even spreading of the random test cases across the input domain, and different ART algorithms have var-
ious orders of complexity for the test case generation, ranging from linear to quadratic order. Intuitively
speaking, a higher order algorithm should achieve a more even spread of test cases, and hence a better
failure detection effectiveness; but in practice, this is sometimes not the case. Similar to sorting, where
different sorting algorithms (based on different intuitions) have various favourable and unfavourable con-
ditions, different ART algorithms (also based on different principles) also have various favourable and
unfavourable conditions for their application. For example, consider the first, and most commonly re-
ferred to, ART algorithm, the Fixed-Size-Candidate-Set ART (FSCS-ART), which uses the maxi-min
criterion for candidate selection. In each round of test case generation (except for the first test case), a
constant number of inputs are randomly generated as candidates for the next test case. The candidate
with the largest distance from the nearest element amongst all already executed test cases is then selected
as the next test case. Because of an initial concentration of test cases around the input domain boundary,
rather than an even spread across the entire input domain, FSCS-ART performs poorly with higher fail-
ure rates. However, as more test cases are generated, an even spread is gradually and steadily achieved.
In other words, FSCS-ART has a better F-measure than RT for smaller failure rates. However, ART’s
computational overheads (due to even spreading) grow quadratically, and so for smaller failure rates,
FSCS-ART may be less cost-effective than RT. Therefore, a challenging question is: given a program,
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how can a tester choose an appropriate ART algorithm, and best conduct ART in a cost-effective way.
Some approaches towards solutions for this problem are proposed and discussed in [1].
The investigations of ART have not only delivered enhancements to RT, but also given rise to some
new concepts, including adaptive random sequences and failure-based testing. Interested readers may
refer to a survey and synthesis of ART research [10].
2.3 Theoretical Analysis of an Optimal Test Case Selection Strategy
The third study was an investigation of the upper bound of testing effectiveness: a theoretical analysis
of possible improvements over the failure-finding effectiveness of random testing [12]. In terms of the
number of test cases required to find a failure in a program being tested, the study revealed that, short of
location details, any extra information about the failure-causing regions (e.g. shape, orientation, and size)
can only reduce the number of test cases by a maximum factor of two: no testing strategy will use less
than half the number of test cases required by random testing to find the first failure! The proof of this
theoretical bound is based on the design of an optimal test case selection strategy that essentially defines
a grid according to the patterns formed by the failure-causing inputs in the input domain, and then uses
this grid to guide test case selection so as to guarantee that at least one test case will be drawn from
the failure-causing regions, regardless of where in the input domain these regions are. In other words, at
least one failure-causing input is guaranteed to be selected as a test case. As an analogy, imagine that
all fish in the ocean are of the same size and shape: with the actual details of the fish size and shape, we
could design an optimal net (in the sense of using less materials) guaranteed to catch them. The optimal
test case selection strategy is designed along the same logic as the design of this net.
This study was the first investigation to analyse the effectiveness of test case selection strategies by sim-
ply assuming some prior information about the failure-causing inputs, without requiring any knowledge
about the details of selection strategy methods or procedures. A significant benefit of such an approach
is that we can evaluate the effectiveness of a class of test case selection strategies that make use of the
same kind of information, even if their exact methods or procedures are not yet known.
Since ART uses much less information than the optimal test case selection strategy to generate test
cases, intuitively speaking, it should have a higher F-measure. However, because of the experimental
data showing that ART has, on average, about half the F-measure of RT (i.e., reduces the number of test
cases by a factor of about two), we can conclude that the theoretical maximum improvement of two is a
very tight bound, and that the performance of ART is in fact very close to that of the optimal test case
selection strategy. As a consequence, this study implies that more effort should be invested in improving
ART efficiency (e.g., reduction of the computational overheads related to the even spreading of test cases)
rather than effectiveness (by improvement in the degree of even spreading). Another key implication is
that the use of information regarding the location of failure-causing inputs is a very promising direction
for future research. Obviously, exact information about the location of failure-causing inputs is not going
to be available, but nevertheless, we can make use of some partial information, such as which parts of the
input domain are more likely to have failure-causing inputs. In fact, this result further supports what
has already been proposed by Hamlet and Taylor [23], and Morasca and Serra-Capizzano [29].
2.4 The Underlying Commonality: Diversity
The three studies described above were differently motivated, have different assumptions, and each pro-
duced different test case selection strategies. However, in spite of the fundamental and significant differ-
ences among them, surprisingly, there is a commonality: their selected test cases all turn out to be evenly
spread across the input domain — that is, they all exhibit a kind of spatial diversity across the input
domain! This striking commonality emphasises the intuition that there must be a more fundamental
concept underlying all three of these testing techniques — PSS, ART and the optimal test case selection
strategy. Motivated by this, a further investigation and analysis of these three test techniques has been
conducted revealing some interesting observations. In PSS, the numbers of randomly selected test cases
belonging to a partition are proportional to the relevant partition size. Thus, PSS effectively imposes
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an even spread of random test cases across the entire input domain, and hence can be regarded as ART
through the partitioning of the input domain. Obviously, the more partitions there are, the more even
the spreading of test cases is. Also observed is that ART can be regarded as imitating the optimal strat-
egy, which effectively defines a grid according to the patterns formed by failure-causing inputs to guide
selection of test cases — in the absence of information about the failure-causing regions, an even spread
of random test cases across the input domain is an intuitively appealing and straightforward approach to
implementing such a grid. The various and independent empirical evaluations of the F-measure for ART,
as well as the theoretically derived F-measure for the optimal test case selection strategy, collectively show
the closeness of their performance, which means that ART and the optimal test case selection strategy
are intrinsically the same — at least from the perspective of their failure detection effectiveness.
An important question naturally emerges: is the above commonality amongst these three studies just
a coincidence or an isolated case? A further reflection shows that the answer is “no.” In fact, in most
test case selection approaches, regardless of the stated or implicitly implied intention, the actual process
involves selection of a somehow diverse set of test cases! Obviously, the meaning of diverse varies from
approach to approach: in partition testing, as explained in Section 1, partitions are normally designed
in such a way that inputs from the same partition are related to the same function or feature. Partition
testing aims at selecting test cases from as many different partitions as possible, rather than test cases
from the same partition. Thus, partition testing incorporates diversity in the sense that more distinct
partitions — and therefore more distinct functions or features — are tested, thus achieving diversity
across functions or features. In coverage testing, the basic intuition is that if a program entity is not
tested, then its associated fault (if it exists) has no chance of being revealed: coverage testing gives
preference to testing program entities not yet executed — in other words, coverage testing also implicitly
incorporates diversity, but does so across the program entity.
In summary, diversity appears to be an underlying concept in successful test case selection methods.
3 Diverse Diversity
The studies mentioned in the previous section show the importance of diversity, which has been either
explicitly included or implicitly implied within a test case selection strategy. In this section, we would
like to highlight another aspect of diversity in other areas of software testing.
A test oracle is a mechanism that can verify the correctness of the output for any input to a program.
The oracle problem occurs when either the test oracle does not exist, or it is not practically feasible to use
it. This is a difficult but frequently encountered problem in software testing. Metamorphic Testing (MT)
is one of the many approaches that have been proposed to alleviate the oracle problem [24,27]. Basically
speaking, MT involves multiple program executions, with the inputs selected such that they and their
outputs satisfy certain relations — the relationships between the inputs and their outputs are known as
metamorphic relations, some necessary properties of the algorithm being implemented. The main idea
behind MT is that although we may not be able to verify the correctness of an output, it may be possible
to know the relationships between some inputs and their related outputs. For example, for the algorithm
sine, we know that a possible metamorphic relation is sin(x) = sin(x + 360), where x is in the unit of
degrees. So, if x = 29 is somehow selected as a test case, then a new test case 389 (referred to as a
follow-up test case) can be constructed from the metamorphic relation with reference to the original test
case of 29. If the outputs do not comply with the expected relations, we can conclude that the program
has some fault or mistake — however, due to an intrinsic limitation of testing, compliance cannot be
interpreted as meaning that the program is correct: testing can show the presence of bugs, not their
absence [20, p.16].
In two independent studies involving the application of MT [31,37], faults were found in three programs
of the popular Siemens suite, namely, print token, schedule and schedule 2. The Siemens suite has long
been used by the testing community for benchmarking testing strategies, and hence programs in this suite
have been extensively tested by various test case selection methods. Therefore, it is quite surprising, at
first glance, that MT is able to detect some previously unknown faults. We want to emphasise that this
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is not to say that MT is necessarily better than existing test case selection techniques, but rather that
testing should be performed from diverse perspectives — MT was successful in revealing further faults
because it is based on a perspective not previously used by the other testing techniques (testing some
necessary properties involving multiple inputs for the program under test). The detection of these faults
in the extensively tested Siemens suite is strong evidence that diversity is an underlying concept, not only
for individual test case selection strategies, but also for a comprehensive and thorough testing. It is well
known that a single test case selection strategy is not sufficiently powerful to reveal all faults — otherwise
there would be one, and only one, strategy. As far as we know, no guidelines currently exist for how to
choose an appropriate combination of strategies for thorough testing, but in light of the faults recently
detected in the Siemens suite by MT, we believe that diversity should be a key factor in determining
such a group of strategies. As a reminder, in addition to the above mentioned real-life faults, MT also
revealed real-life faults for other extensively tested and often used open software [27].
4 Discussion
In this paper, we have argued the importance of the presence of diversity in test case selection and in
determining a group of test case selection methods to support a comprehensive and thorough testing. We
would like to share the result of a recent study [27] which illustrates how important a role diversity can
also play in other areas of software testing.
As discussed in Section 3, MT has been proposed to alleviate the oracle problem. A study [27] was
conducted recently to determine how effectively metamorphic relations (MRs) might actually replace an
oracle in testing. One of the key findings in this study was that a small number of diverse MRs could
have a similar fault-detection capability to a test oracle, and could therefore be used as an effective
substitute. Furthermore, this oracle-like fault-detection capability, realized through the diversity of the
MRs used, could be achieved by groups of relatively inexperienced testers working in an ad-hoc manner —
resembling the Best Buy case [22], where vice-president Jeff Severts found that a diverse group of several
hundred employees were ten times better able to predict sales than the company’s expert forecasters [26].
Metamorphic testing involves more than just the generation of new (follow-up) test cases — such as
the follow-up test case of 389 with respect to the original test case of 29 and the metamorphic relation
sin(x) = sin(x + 360), as explained in Section 3 — it also includes examination of properties of the
algorithm under test, and enables groups of testers, of varying degrees of experience and expertise to
collaborate in the testing. Thus, it is interesting to see how diversity also plays a key role in guiding the
selection of metamorphic relations to enhance MT’s cost-effectiveness, and to serve as a virtual oracle in
the absence of an actual one.
Since RT does not make use of any information to guide test case selection, there has long been debate
in the literature, with many studies conducted, to determine whether or not RT is a cost-effective method.
These studies have somehow yielded controversial results, with some reporting RT to be cost-effective,
but others not. As proven in [12], unless some kind of the information about the location of failure-
causing inputs is available and applied, there is no possible way to use less than half the number of test
cases required by RT to detect the first failure. In other words, there is only a difference factor of two
between the effectiveness performance for RT and the optimal test case selection strategy. It should
also be noted that the optimal strategy is assumed to make use of information of the failure-causing
inputs other than their locations, such as, their sizes, shapes, orientations, and distributions. However,
such information is normally not available prior to testing, and hence the optimal strategy is simply a
theoretical ideal: actual, implemented strategies should be less effective. In other words, taking into
account its efficient generation of test cases, from a theoretical perspective, RT is in fact a cost-effective
test case selection strategy. It is further worthwhile noting that RT also exhibits some kind of diversity
through its randomness. Thus, we believe that RT is not too far from the optimal strategy because of its
inherent diversity.
So, in summary, all these investigations strongly identify diversity as a fundamental, underlying intu-
ition in successful software testing. A possible reason for this may be related to the diversity possible in
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human error, which may also help explain why the optimal strategy is only twice as efficient as RT at
finding the first failure — because it needs to take account of all possible diversity of errors.
5 Conclusion
Some people may regard the role of diversity as overstated, or as little more than common sense —
expected, taken for granted, and not really worth talking about or investigating seriously. In contrast,
this paper has presented strong objective evidence to support its importance. The strengths gained from
diversity — as seen in so many fields and disciplines — should mean that having diversity as a guiding
principle in software testing is very philosophically appealing, in view of the fact that programmers can
make many kinds of errors. Such a guiding principle may enable a shift in how some software testing
research has been viewed, encouraging new insights and perspectives, potentially leading to better and
stronger approaches. An example of this is the inherent ability of RT to generate a relatively diverse set
of test cases due to randomness, but at a low cost. This reasonably easily obtained diversity is simple,
yet effective (as proven by theoretical analysis [12]), and may serve to ensure that random testing will
never be obsolete. Indeed, enhanced versions of random testing, such as adaptive random testing, should
draw increased research attention and merit further development. Furthermore, ART involves a simple
form of diversity — arguably the simplest form — and we suggest that other forms of diversity should be
considered in the design of new testing methods. In fact, although ART’s spatial diversity was inspired
by the common occurrence of failure-causing input contiguity — and this spatial diversity remains an
integral, defining characteristic of ART — ART itself has inspired other kinds of diversity-based testing
approaches and research.
Given the diversity of human error, the future of successful software testing, as with so much else, may
well lie in increased recognition of the importance of diversity. Recently, there has been a promotion for
the development of a general theory for software engineering. We fully agree that a general theory for
software engineering will enhance its significance and impact. If a theory of software testing is ever to be
developed, then diversity shall certainly form a part of its foundation, and may well play a role similar
in importance to that of gravity in physics!
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